Seeds by Design, the name says it all...we are the first production
company in the US to offer such a diverse line of vegetable and herb
seeds from heirlooms to hybrids, suited for the commercial grower to
the home garden trade. We offer more heirloom varieties than any
other production company as well as our own line of hybrids,
including peppers, tomatoes and vine seeds.

URBAN VEGETABLES

Tomato Patio Choice Yellow

Mustard Braising Greens

Pumpkin Wee be Little

Herb Oregano Cleopatra

Wow! 45 days to very golden
yellow one ounce fruit. Patio
Choice is super early cherry
tomato with excellent flavor.
Every gardener needs an early
maturing patio variety like this.
One of the first ripe tomatoes in
your pots with great flavor is a
real find.

A growing trend and market,
which uses a blend of specialty
mustard varieties and arugula.
You can market our custom
braising mix or create your own
specific blend for your market
or growing region. Mustard
braising greens are also used for
multiple cut. Very healthy alternative to lettuce mixes.

This 1999 All American Selection winner, matures in about
ninety-five days. Fruit are small
almost round, three inch by three
inch, weighing one pound. Wee
Be Little is well suited for baby
carving pumpkins or painting.
Also has very tasty flesh when
cooked.

2015 AAS regional winning organic herb, excellent in mixed herb
containers. Pretty silver gray foliage
adds to ornamental value. Unique
from Greek and Italian oreganos, Cleopatra has a pepperminty
and mildly spicy flavor perfect in
Mediterranean dishes, soups and
sauces. This compact, trailing plant
produces a high yield of leaves that
are wonderful as a dried spice, when
fresh isn’t an option.

Pea Patio Pride

Eggplant Shooting Stars
This elegant, delicately striped, vivid purple eggplant
would make a magnificent
pendant. The lovely 3-4 inch
long purple fruit from two
foot tall plants taste as good as
they look. Gorgeous and tasty
in both garden and kitchen!

Bean French Garden

Lettuce Bistro Blend

This famous heirloom type bean
variety was originally from the
south of France. Compact bush
plants with bright green 5-6 inch
pods. The French Garden variety
is versatile in the kitchen. It can
be used for slender snap beans,
green shelling or dry beans.

A mixture of loose leaf lettuce and
batavian varieties. All specific varieties have been selected for sweet
flavor and thick leaves that stand
up well in a rough chopped salad.
Colors range from red, bronze, dark
green and bright green. They composed this new mini lettuce mixture
for your garden lettuce, production
all year long.

AAS Regional winner, very early
maturing in just 44 days. Exceptionally sweet, flat 1.5 to 2 inch pods.
These bright green sugar peas can
be grown in a pot or any small garden space, either the spring or fall.
Imagine snow peas on your patio in
just 40 to 45 days. The reselected
heirloom variety has been planted
for almost 100 years since 1920.

Growers on the cutting edge of today‘s market trends ask for Seeds by Design
when looking for Organic, Heirloom or Hybrid vegetable seeds.
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